Host-[2]rotaxane: advantage of converging functional groups for guest recognition.
A host-[2]rotaxane was constructed by converting a diaminophenylcalix[4]arene into a [2]rotaxane using the DCC-rotaxane method (Zehnder, D.; Smithrud, D. B. Org. Lett. 2001, 16, 2485-2486). N-Ac-Arg groups were attached to the dibenzo-24-crown-8 ring of the rotaxane to provide a convergent functional group. To demonstrate the advantage provided by the rotaxane architecture for recognition of guests that contain a variety of functional groups, association constants (K(A)) for N-Ac-Trp, indole, N-Ac-Gly, fluorescein, 1-(dimethylamino)-5-naphthalenesulfonate, and pyrene bound to the [2]rotaxane were determined by performing (1)H NMR and fluorescence spectroscopic experiments. The host-[2]rotaxane had the highest affinity for fluorescein with a K(A) = 4.6 x 10(6) M(-)(1) in a 98/2 buffer (1 mM phosphate, pH 7)/DMSO solution. A comparison of K(A) values demonstrates that both the aromatic pocket and ring of the host-[2]rotaxane contribute binding free energy for complexation. Association constants were also derived for the same guests bound to the diaminophenylcalix[4]arene and to a diphenylcalix[4]arene that contained arginine residues displayed in a nonconvergent fashion. The host-[2]rotaxane provides higher affinity and specificity for most guests than the host with divergent N-Ac-Arg groups of the one that only has an aromatic pocket. For example, the K(A) for the complex of the host-[2]rotaxane and fluorescein in the DMSO/water mixture is more than 2 orders of magnitude greater than association constants derived for the other hosts.